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Abstract

Compared to attacks against end hosts, Denial of Ser-
vice (DoS) attacks against the Internet infrastructure such
as those targeted at routers can be more devastating due to
their global impact on many networks. We discover that the
recently identified low-rate TCP-targeted DoS attacks can
have severe impact on the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
As the interdomain routing protocol on today’s Internet,
BGP is the critical infrastructure for exchanging reacha-
bility information across the global Internet. We demon-
strate empirically that BGP routing sessions on the current
commercial routers are susceptible to such low-rate attacks
launched remotely, leading to session resets and delayed
routing convergence, seriously impacting routing stability
and network reachability. This is a result of a fundamen-
tal weakness with today’s deployed routing protocols: there
is often no protection in the form of guaranteed bandwidth
for routing traffic. Using testbed and Internet experiments,
we thoroughly study the effect of such attacks on BGP. We
demonstrate the feasibility of launching the attack in a coor-
dinated fashion from wide-area hosts with arbitrarily low-
rate individual attack flows, further raising the difficulty of
detection. We explore defense solutions by protecting rout-
ing traffic using existing router support. Our findings high-
light the importance of protecting the Internet infrastruc-
ture, in particular control plane packets.

1 Introduction

There is evidence of increasing occurrences of Denial of
Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) at-
tacks on the Internet today [40]. Most of the widely known
attacks target a single host or multiple hosts within a par-
ticular edge network, rather than the Internet infrastructure
such as routers inside transit ISP networks. The latter type
of attack can be quite devastating. For example, attacks
against routers can impact significant amount of traffic, as
many networks rely on them to reach other destinations.
Moreover, attacks on the routing infrastructure can create

partition between lower tier ISPs to the rest of the Internet
by bringing down several links simultaneously. Thus, it is
important to understand attacks against the Internet infras-
tructure given its critical importance to the well-being of the
Internet. In this paper, we focus on examining a particular
type of attack against the interdomain routing protocol – the
Border Gateway Protocol [39].

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), the de facto stan-
dard Internet interdomain routing protocol, uses TCP as its
transport protocol. A fundamental flaw with routing pro-
tocols deployed today is that there is usually no protection
in the form of priorities in using router resources for con-
trol plane packets. Thus, congestion of other data traffic
can adversely affect BGP packets, as shown in the previous
study by Shaikh et al. [43]. Recent studies [50, 21, 7] have
indicated that data congestion can severely impact routing
sessions. Thus, any attack that exploits this lack of isolation
with an impact on TCP can negatively affect the functioning
of BGP.

In this work, we study how the recently identified low-
rate TCP-targeted DoS attacks [27] disrupt interdomain
routing on today’s Internet. This is the first study that sys-
tematically examines the impact of this type of attack on
interdomain routing, and we discovered the impact can be
quite severe. It has been shown that low-rate TCP attacks
can severely degrade TCP throughput by sending pulses
of traffic leading to repeated TCP retransmission timeout.
Given the fundamental susceptibility of TCP to such low-
rate attacks due to its deterministic retransmission time-
out mechanism, any application using TCP is vulnerable.
In particular, the effect on protocols using TCP within the
Internet infrastructure is arguably more severe due to the
global scope of the impact. Aside from the potential impact
on the throughput of BGP packets, a more critical question
is whether such attacks are powerful enough to reset BGP’s
routing session as a result of a sufficiently large number of
consecutive packet drops. If the session is reset, it can have
serious impact on the Internet in the form of routing in-
stability, unreachable destinations, and traffic performance
degradation [29, 28]. Note that attackers can launch such
attacks remotely from end hosts without access to routers
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nor the ability to send traffic directly to them. Its low-rate
nature makes detection inherently difficult. More impor-
tantly, the existing best common practice for protecting the
Internet routing infrastructure by disallowing access and re-
search proposals such as SBGP [26] are not sufficient to
prevent this type of low-rate attack since this attack is ex-
ploring a transport layer vulnerability of BGP.

We show empirically using testbed experiments that to-
day’s routers with default configurations are susceptible to
BGP session resets as a result of low-rate TCP-targeted
DoS attacks. We observe that attackers can bring down the
targeted BGP session in less than 216 seconds. Session reset
probability can be as high as 30% with only 42% utilization
of the bottleneck link capacity. And when the session is not
reset, BGP table transfer can be increased from 85 seconds
up to an hour with only 27% of the link capacity used. Us-
ing wide-area experiments, we show the ease with which
coordinated low-rate attacks can be launched, resulting in
arbitrarily low-rate individual attack flows. This raises the
difficulty of attack detection. Fortunately, major peering
links with significant available bandwidth are difficult to at-
tack due to required resources. We subsequently explore
defense strategies through prevention and demonstrate that
it is possible to significantly lower the risk of such attacks
by prioritizing routing traffic using existing router support.
We provide recommendations for better default BGP con-
figurations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We pro-
vide the background of low-rate TCP-targeted DoS attacks
and BGP in Section 2. Section 3 discusses impact of such
attacks on BGP and key factors in determining vulnerabil-
ity of BGP. We show using testbed experiments that BGP
can be disrupted by low-rate TCP attacks in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 shows using wide-area experiments how multiple at-
tack hosts coordinate to launch low-rate attacks against a
given BGP session. We discuss defense mechanisms in Sec-
tion 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Background

In this section we describe low-rate TCP-targeted DoS
attacks and the Border Gateway Protocol susceptible to it.

2.1 Low-rate TCP-targeted DoS Attacks

In their seminal work [27], Kuzmanovic and Knightly
showed that TCP’s retransmission timeout mechanism can
be exploited by using maliciously chosen low-rate DoS traf-
fic to throttle TCP flows to a small fraction of their ideal
rate. As shown in Figure 1, the low-rate attack consists of
periodic, on-off square-wave of traffic bursts with magni-
tude of the peak

�
, burst length � , and inter-burst period

Inter-burst period T

Burst length L

Magnitude of the
peak R

Figure 1. Notation for low-rate TCP-targeted
DoS attacks

�
. There are several requirements for the low-rate TCP-

targeted attack to be successful: (i) An integer multiple of
the inter-burst period coincides with the minimum retrans-
mission timeout value (minRTO) of TCP. (ii) The magni-
tude of the attack peak traffic is large enough to cause packet
loss. (iii) The burst length is sufficiently long to induce
loss: It needs to be longer than roundtrip time (RTT) of
TCP flows. When these conditions are satisfied, the aggre-
gate TCP flows sharing the bottleneck link will have close
to zero throughput. Even if the inter-burst period takes on
other values outside the minRTO range, the throughput can
still be severely degraded. The reason is that the TCP re-
transmission timer repeatedly times out due to loss induced
by the attack traffic burst, as the timer value exponentially
increases for any given flow sharing the bottleneck link with
the attack traffic.

One way to defend against such attacks is to random-
ize the minimum retransmission timeout value (minRTO)
value; however, this does not fully mitigate the attack due
to the inherently limited range for minRTO as shown by
Kuzmanovic and Knightly [27]. They also found that
even router-assisted mechanisms do not eliminate the attack
impact without incurring excessively high false positives.
There has also been follow-up work on detecting low-rate
attacks [47, 44, 30, 14]. Most of the existing detection algo-
rithms rely on signal analysis. None of the proposed detec-
tion algorithms has been shown to be sufficiently accurate
and scalable for deployment in real networks. Furthermore,
no known solution exists to effectively mitigate such low-
rate attacks. Thus, all applications using TCP are inherently
susceptible to degraded performance due to such attacks. In
this work, we focus on the Border Gateway Protocol as an
important “application” using TCP given its critical role as
the interdomain routing protocol on the Internet.

2.2 Border Gateway Protocol

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used as the in-
terdomain routing protocol on today’s Internet. In BGP, a
routing session is established over a TCP connection be-
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tween neighboring border routers to exchange reachability
information. There are two types of BGP sessions: eBGP
and iBGP sessions. The former are between routers within
different autonomous systems (ASes) or networks, and usu-
ally consist of a single hop, i.e., the two routers are directly
connected with a physical link. The latter are within the
same AS and can go through multiple router hops.

Because BGP is a stateful protocol, routing information
previously received is assumed to be valid until withdrawn.
To ensure connection liveness, KeepAlive messages are ex-
changed periodically. According to BGP’s protocol specifi-
cation [39], each BGP router maintains a Hold Timer which
limits the maximum amount of time that may elapse be-
tween receipt of successive KeepAlive and/or update mes-
sages from its neighbor in the BGP session. If the Hold
Timer expires, a notification error message is sent and the
BGP connection is closed. Upon session reset, all routes
previously exchanged in the session are implicitly with-
drawn, potentially propagating routing instability to other
networks.

Note that one may argue that BGP session reset due to
data congestion is actually desirable, given the associated
routes are not preferable due to the bad quality of the link.
We strongly dispute this claim. Session reset creates signifi-
cant disruption and can cause global routing instability. Per-
formance based route selection can be used instead. More-
over, ISPs today already perform traffic engineering to load
balance traffic.

There are other BGP security problems, such as lack
of deployed mechanisms to verify the correctness, au-
thenticity, integrity of the routing information exchanged.
Proposed protocols such as SBGP [26], SoBGP [34] ad-
dress some of these issues. Other attacks against rout-
ing protocols such as the link cutting attack described by
Bellovin [12] are related. It uses topology information to
select specific links to cut so that traffic is rerouted through
routers controlled by attackers. The attack described in this
paper also uses topology information to identify target links.
Router vendors have provided protection against known at-
tacks such as TCP RST and SYN flood attacks [18, 23]. Us-
ing testbed experiments we verified none of the routers we
tested is vulnerable to TCP RST attacks. Note that unlike
RST or SYN flood attacks, it is possible to remotely launch
resource-based attacks, such as the attack described in this
paper, using packets passing through the routers without the
ability to send packets destined to them.

3 Low-rate DoS Attacks on BGP

Because BGP runs over TCP for reliability, BGP is also
vulnerable to the recently discovered low-rate TCP-targeted
DoS attacks. Due to its low-bandwidth property, such attack
is much more difficult to detect, and thus it is important to

understand it thoroughly. In this paper, we focus on inves-
tigating the effect of low-rate attacks on a single-hop BGP
session. However, the results can be generalized to mul-
tihop BGP sessions. Arguably multihop BGP sessions are
more susceptible as they traverse multiple links, thus more
likely to experience congestion.

3.1 Impact of Attacks on BGP Sessions

The impact on BGP sessions caused by low-rate TCP-
targeted DoS attacks are two fold: throughput degradation
and session reset. First, the throughput of the BGP update
messages can be significantly reduced. However, the av-
erage BGP update rate is quite low, except during signifi-
cant routing changes or table transfer upon session estab-
lishment. The impact in the form of rate reduction of BGP
traffic is less critical, but can further exacerbate the already
slow BGP convergence process. The second type of attack
impact due to BGP session reset is much more severe. To
reset a BGP session, the induced congestion by attack traf-
fic needs to last sufficiently long to cause the BGP Hold
Timer to expire. To monitor the attack success, one can an-
alyze traffic traversing the impacted link or routing updates
related to the session. Furthermore, it is easier to keep the
session down as SYN packets are sent less frequently com-
pared to retransmitted data packets.

BGP session reset can lead to severe churn on the Inter-
net’s control plane. This not only impacts both routers in-
volved in the BGP session, as each withdraws all the routes
previously advertised by its neighbor, but also many other
networks on the Internet due to the propagation of routing
changes. For example, the number of routes in a default-
free router in the core Internet is around 170,000 based on
routing data from RouteViews [5]. A significant fraction of
the table can be affected upon a BGP session reset. With-
drawing a large number of routes can cause many destina-
tion networks to become temporarily unreachable due to in-
consistent routing state [48] and a large amount of traffic to
become rerouted, which may further lead to congestion due
to insufficient capacity.

A recent proposal to mitigate the potential negative
impact of short-lived session resets is termed graceful
restart [42]. Routers supporting this mechanism attempt to
continue to forward packets using the stale routes. There
is, however, an upper bound (by default two or three min-
utes) on the amount of time a router retains the stale routes
to avoid lengthy routing inconsistency. Thus, a session re-
set that lasts sufficiently long time, possibly due to an in-
tense low-rate attack, can still have severe impact on the
data plane.

In general, the impact of an eBGP session reset is larger
than that of an iBGP session reset because routing changes
received from eBGP sessions are more likely to propagate
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across multiple networks and the routing table is usually
default-free, thus carrying all the destinations to the Inter-
net. The routes exchanged between two routers in an eBGP
session consist of all the routes of their respective cus-
tomers. Thus, for eBGP sessions between two large ISPs,
this number can be quite large. We analyzed routing tables
from a tier-1 ISP and found that up to 13% of the routing
table can come from a single eBGP session versus only 4%
from an iBGP session.

3.2 Key Factors in Attacking a BGP Session

We study the key factors that determine the vulnerability
of BGP to such attacks to illuminate possible solutions.
1. Priority of routing traffic. The fundamental prob-
lem that makes BGP vulnerable to low-rate attacks is that
router traffic may not be sufficiently protected from conges-
tion caused by other data traffic. Many of the commercial
routers today by default use First-In-First-Out (FIFO) or
Drop Tail queueing discipline, giving no priority to routing
packets. Even in the case where routing data are protected
(e.g., through the RED queue management scheme [22]),
there are no default policing mechanisms to prevent attack
packets from spoofing packets of higher priority. For ex-
ample, we observed that many routers will mark the routing
packets with an IP precedence value of 6 [8]. However, at-
tack packets can also use the same or even higher IP prece-
dence values given the lack of authentication for such values
by default. Packet remarking or TTL value checking [23]
can help ensure only routing packets receive higher prior-
ity. In this work, we illuminate these issues by experiment-
ing with real commercial routers with various configuration
settings. Instead of using simulations, we focus on using
experiments to obtain results closer to the reality.
2. Proprietary router implementation. Commercial
router behavior is much less understood compared to that
of end hosts due to its proprietary nature and lack of source
code access. For example, it is unclear how the TCP stack
on commercial routers really behaves. Unlike for end-hosts,
critical parameters to the attack such as minRTO are un-
known, making successful attacks much more difficult. If
minRTO is randomized, it would further reduce the prob-
ability of a session reset. Even with known router behav-
ior, depending on its configuration, its dynamic behavior
may be quite different compared to the default settings. We
mainly focus on default settings as most deployed routers
probably use default configurations. When we know that
the router supports certain features that would help protect
against the low-rate attacks, we also examine these features
in great details.
3. Capacity of peering links. In order for low-rate
TCP attacks to be successful against BGP routing sessions,
the traffic burst needs to be sufficiently powerful to cause

Sender A Receiver BRouter R1

OC3 155Mbps

Router R2

Gigabit
Ethernet

Gigabit
Ethernet

Figure 2. Lab experiment testbed

enough packet loss, so that the TCP flow of the BGP session
enters into retransmission timeout state. This may appear
to be difficult to achieve, especially for BGP sessions in-
volving Internet core backbone links given the heavily over-
provisioned core. However, eBGP sessions involve peering
links which may not be as well-provisioned compared to
links within an ISP backbone. There has been anecdotal ev-
idence that congestion often occurs on peering links. Pre-
vious measurement studies such as [6, 24] have shown that
some of the bottleneck links of today’s Internet paths occur
at the boundary between two networks. Links between stub
networks and their providers often have much lower speed,
and these networks often use eBGP to obtain routes. Using
data from RouteViews [5], we found 23% of 100,482 eBGP
peering sessions belong to stub networks. Furthermore, it
is not necessary that a single attack host overwhelms the
target link. As we show later in Section 5, multiple hosts
possibly from a botnet can be used to launch a coordinated
attack, as long as they traverse the link involved in the BGP
session under attack. In this work, we investigate the nec-
essary conditions and show experimentally how this can be
achieved.

4 Testbed Experiments

In this section, we describe experiments conducted on a
router testbed and empirically show that commercial routers
can be severely impacted by low-rate TCP-targeted DoS at-
tacks in the form of session resets and degraded table trans-
fer throughput. We first present our experiment setup, and
then inferred TCP characteristics and observed BGP param-
eters of different commercial routers, followed by detailed
analysis of attack impact.

4.1 Testbed Setup

Our experiment testbed consists of two commercial
routers and two PCs shown in Figure 2. The two links con-
necting the routers and the PCs are full-duplex Gigabit Eth-
ernet. The target link between the routers is Packet Over
SONET (POS) with 155 Mbps link capacity. Note that our
experiment testbed closely models the real operational sce-
nario of an eBGP session with two key differences. First,
we do not model background traffic and select the link types
to allow traffic from Sender � to Receiver � to easily over-
load the link between the two routers. Second, attack hosts
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TCP properties BGP/Router parameters (default)
Router type RouterOS minRTO SYN retry KeepAlive Hold Timer Queue Graceful restart

version (msec) pattern (sec) (sec) (sec) alg. timer (sec), range
Cisco 3600 IOS 12.2(25a) 300 2,4,8,16,(2). 60 180 FIFO Not supported
Cisco 7200 IOS 12.2(28)S3 600 2,4,8,16,(152). 60 180 FIFO Supported, 120, 1-3600
Cisco 7300 IOS 12.3(3b) 300 2,4,8,16,(152). 60 180 FIFO Supported, 120, 1-3600
Cisco 12000 IOS 12.0(23)S 600 2,4,8,16,(152). 60 180 FIFO Supported, 120, 1-3600
Juniper M10 JUNOS[6.0R1.3] 1000 3,6,12,24,(30). 30 90 FIFO Supported, 180, 1-3600

Table 1. Router TCP behavior, router and BGP parameters.

are usually several IP hops away from the target link, with
more variable and longer delays to the target link. Longer
delays do not affect attack effectiveness, but more variable
delays can make attacks more difficult to control. We de-
scribe later in Section 5 how all these difficulties can be
overcome using coordinated attacks.

The experiment is conducted as follows. A sender pro-
gram transmits from Sender � UDP-based low-rate attack
traffic1 of the shape shown in Figure 1 with peak rate at
185 Mbps traversing the link between the two routers arriv-
ing at Receiver � . The peak rate is set to be 185 Mbps, as
it is the lowest rate needed to successfully reset the session
with a burst length of 150 ms. With a shorter burst length,
we observe that the session does not reset even with a larger
peak rate due to insufficient time to saturate the router buffer
to cause congestion. When the bottleneck link between the
two routers becomes congested, we observe attack packets
are dropped at both the input and the output queue of router���

. Using default router configurations, locally generated
BGP packets from

���
to
�	�

also experience packet loss due
to shared router buffer. If one of

���
’s BGP packet and its

subsequently retransmitted packets are all lost causing the
Hold Timer to expire, the BGP session is closed.

We experimented with a wide variety of commercial
routers using the latest router OS whenever possible from
the Schooner testbed [4] and our own local lab. They con-
sist of the following types: Cisco 3600, 7200, 7300, 12000
(commonly known as GSRs), and Juniper M10. To study
the extent of the phenomenon, the same experiments were
performed on all these routers, and similar results were ob-
served. One main difference is that lower-end routers such
as Cisco 3600 have smaller buffers compared to more pow-
erful routers such as Cisco GSRs, making them more vul-
nerable to attacks. Another difference is that the Juniper
M10 is found to be more vulnerable due to its larger min-
RTO and smaller KeepAlive and Hold Timer values. We
emphasize that susceptibility to low-rate DoS attacks is a
general problem with any router when not configured with
ways to prioritize BGP traffic and has a BGP implementa-
tion using TCP with a deterministic retransmission timeout

1UDP is used as opposed to TCP to precisely control the sending rate.
TCP packets, without conforming to congestion control can also be used
to avoid detection.

mechanism.
In this paper, we use Cisco GSRs with IOS version 12.0

to illustrate our results because they are are commonly used
in Internet backbone networks and are the most powerful
routers we examined on our testbed. In particular, the Cisco
GSRs used are equipped with Cisco 12410/GRP (R5000
CPU at 200 Mhz) processor, 512 KB L2 cache, and 512 MB
memory. The line card on the router has a 4 port POS OC-
3c/STM-1 Multi Mode with Engine type 0, a buffer size of
12560 packets for packet sizes matching that of BGP pack-
ets.

4.2 Router Implementation Diversity

To understand why commercial routers are vulnerable to
low-rate attacks, we analyze the TCP behavior and default
router configuration settings.

In our work, TCP related parameters are obtained us-
ing software we developed based on TBIT (TCP Behav-
ior Inference Tool) [36], which infers TCP properties on
Web servers. We enhanced it by integrating BGP-related
functionality to establish a BGP session with a commercial
router. After the session establishment, the tool constructs
packets in special ways to infer router’s TCP behavior. The
most important TCP property inferred is minRTO which
can be accurately determined.

Table 1 also shows the default router BGP configurations
for several features relevant to the low-rate attack. Cisco
routers use a 60 seconds KeepAlive Timer and a 180 sec-
onds Hold Timer by default, while Junipers have smaller
default timer values: 30 seconds for KeepAlive and 90 sec-
onds for Hold Timer. We derive that to reset the BGP ses-
sion, attackers need to cause at least 8 consecutive packets
to be dropped for Cisco GSR and only 6 for Juniper M10
due to the timer values. Thus, Juniper M10 is more vulnera-
ble to low-rate attacks compared to Cisco GSR. The default
queuing algorithm for all routers studied is FIFO instead of
RED. Weighted RED described later can help protect rout-
ing packets. Graceful restart support provided by Cisco [17]
is not enabled by default (Graceful restart is not supported
in Cisco 3600). It can help routers tolerate short-lived ses-
sion down time; however, there is a timer limit on the down
time, with a default of 2 or 3 minutes, before the stale routes
are withdrawn.
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Figure 3. Impact of attack traffic on BGP session reset and table transfer duration: minRTO=600 ms,
with Cisco GSRs.

4.3 Experiment Results

As shown in [27], three key factors determine the attack
impact: burst length, inter-burst period, and peak magni-
tude. Intuitively, longer burst length causes the bottleneck
queue to be full for longer duration, leading to larger attack
impact. Shorter inter-burst period results in larger proba-
bility of dropping BGP packets. The larger the attack peak
magnitude, the sooner packets fill up the router’s queue on
the bottleneck link. Attacks with sufficiently high average
rate would no longer be considered low-rate. However, such
attacks can be composed of many individual low-rate attack
flows from a distributed attack described in Section 5.

Next, we analyze attack impact to confirm these intu-
itions and focus on the attack impact on BGP. We use three
metrics to measure the BGP performance under attack: ses-
sion reset probability, time to reset the session, and BGP
table transfer duration. In particular, we conduct four sets
of experiments. The results reported in this section are ob-
tained by repeating each individual experiment 100 times.
1. Impact of attack burst length on session reset. In
this experiment, we analyze how attack burst length im-
pacts session reset probability. The experiment is set up
as follows. Router

���
periodically sends KeepAlive mes-

sages to Router
� �

. Sender � starts a low-rate attack with
traffic destined to Receiver � with a given burst length, a
fixed inter-burst period of 600 ms and peak magnitude of
185 Mbps. Figure 3(a) shows as expected that the session
reset probability and the average attack flow rate increase
with larger burst length. When the burst length is half of
the inter-burst period, the session reset probability is about����

.
2. Impact of attack inter-burst period on BGP table
transfer. As observed above, an attack might not reset the
session. When the session is not reset, attack flows can de-
lay updates due to increased queueing and packet loss, re-

sulting in longer BGP convergence delays. We use the BGP
table transfer duration as a measure to study the impact of
varying inter-burst period of low-rate attacks. In this exper-
iment, we fix the peak magnitude at 185 Mbps and burst
length at 200 ms. The smallest inter-burst period is set at
800 ms given minRTO of 600 ms to prevent session reset.
We conduct the experiment as follows. First, we load

� �
with a randomly chosen default-free BGP table of 166,527
routing entries obtained from RouteViews [5]. Then, the
BGP session between

� �
and

� �
is configured and estab-

lished. Subsequently within at most 3 seconds of session
establishment, Sender � starts the low-rate attack with traf-
fic destined to Receiver � . We record the time when

���
receives the entire table. Figure 3(b) illustrates the aver-
age and standard deviation of BGP table transfer durations
with varying inter-burst period. For inter-burst period of
0.8 second and less than 30% average utilization of the link
capacity, it takes on average more than one hour to finish
transferring the BGP table, which normally lasts only about
85 seconds! As the inter-burst length increases to 1.2 sec-
onds, BGP table transfer still needs 21 minutes to finish on
average. However, the impact on BGP table transfer dimin-
ishes quickly with increasing inter-burst period.

3. Impact of attack peak magnitude on session reset
and table transfer. To evaluate the impact of peak mag-
nitude on session reset probability, we fix the burst length
at 200 ms and the inter-burst period at 600 ms matching the
minRTO value. Cisco GSR allocates buffer space in chunks
of varying sizes, matching packets of different sizes. We
use a fixed attack packet size of 30 bytes, of similar size to
the KeepAlive packets, so that they are placed in the same
buffers. We vary the peak magnitude from 175 Mbps to
225 Mbps by changing the sending rate. 175 Mbps is cho-
sen as it is the lowest rate needed to reset the session for
our setup. As shown in the top plot of Figure 3(c), the ses-
sion reset probability increases gradually with larger attack
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rate. Based on simple calculations, increasing peak magni-
tude from 175 Mbps to 215 Mbps (or the excess bandwidth
relative to the bottleneck link from 20 Mbps to 60 Mbps)
reduces the time to fill up the 3 Mbit queue2 from 150 ms
to 50 ms. This effect is equivalent to increasing the burst
length by 100 ms, shown in Figure 3(a). The impact of peak
magnitude on BGP table transfer duration was analyzed by
fixing the burst length at 200 ms and the inter-burst period
at 1.2 seconds, intentionally chosen to be different from
the minRTO value to prevent session resets. Attack UDP
packet size is set to 1,500 bytes, matching the size of BGP
packet for table transfer. The attack peak rate varies from
155 Mbps to 225 Mbps. The bottom plot of Figure 3(c)
shows as expected that with increasing peak rate, BGP ta-
ble transfer duration gradually increases.
4. Impact of BGP update behavior on session reset. The
BGP session is brought down as soon as the Hold Timer
expires. This requires losing all the BGP packets for a du-
ration at least as long as the Hold Timer value. To trigger
the first set of packet loss, a BGP packet must encounter
congestion possibly induced by the attack traffic. To cause
retransmission timeout, the attack flow needs to cause all
the packets within one TCP window to be dropped to avoid
TCP fast retransmission. If BGP packets are exchanged in-
frequently and happen to always miss congestion, it will be
impossible to reset the session. Thus, the more frequently
BGP messages are exchanged, the more likely the BGP ses-
sion is reset given a regularly occurring low-rate attack pat-
tern. In all the above experiments, we focus on the overly
conservative scenario where only KeepAlive messages are
exchanged. In reality, routers frequently send updates asso-
ciated with routing changes. Thus, “busier” routers, routers

2The queue size of 3 Mbit is derived from a buffer of 12,560 packets
with 30 byte packets.

with larger BGP tables, containing more unstable routes, are
more likely impacted.

We examine the attack duration needed for session re-
set in the following three scenarios with increasing BGP
message frequency. (i) Only KeepAlive messages are sent
(every 60 seconds). (ii) One typical day’s BGP update trace
from RouteViews is played back. (iii) One default-free ta-
ble from RouteViews is transferred. The scenario (ii) is the
common case. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the at-
tack duration needed for session reset (cut off at 2 hour time
limit). As expected, on average it takes the least time to re-
set the session for scenario (iii) when updates are most fre-
quently exchanged. Scenario (i) requires on average more
time compared to the other scenarios. In the best case, it
takes only 216 seconds to reset the session.

To summarize, the experiments described above analyze
in detail how various parameters of low-rate attacks affect
the attack effectiveness on BGP. We observe that increasing
burst length and peak magnitude, and reducing inter-burst
period increase attack effectiveness. These results confirm
the danger that a low-rate attack can reset a BGP session.

4.4 Router Architecture: Explaining Packet
Drops

The router architectures from different vendors and types
vary in details; however, packet drops occur whenever any
buffer becomes full with the default FIFO queuing. There
are usually multiple buffers in a router, traversed by for-
warded packets. BGP packets share with attack traffic and
other background traffic some of these buffers. More specif-
ically, locally generated BGP packets by the router shares
with other packets the buffer space on the output interface.
BGP traffic forwarded by the local router, in the case of
iBGP sessions, experiences resource sharing in all these
buffers with other traffic. Thus, protection for BGP traffic
needs to be provided at both incoming and outgoing inter-
faces.

In our experiments, BGP traffic is associated with a
single-hop eBGP session and thus is locally generated.
Some attack traffic is observed to be dropped at the input
interface, and we observe that BGP packets experience loss
at output queues. Under the default configurations, there is
no protection for the BGP traffic which thus competes for
buffer space with all other traffic. Recent proposals [11, 10]
on reducing router buffer size partly to improve delays may
endanger BGP packets, as transient congestion either inten-
tional through attacks or unintended by regular traffic can
result in BGP packet loss, especially with smaller buffers.

5 Coordinated Low-rate Attacks

In previous sections, our focus was on a simplified
network setting with two topological advantages from at-
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tacker’s view point: (i) The network path � from the at-
tacker to a selected destination host (which the attacker is
not required to have access to) goes through at least one
link � of the BGP session under attack. (ii) The bottleneck
link for the path � is link � between the two BGP routers
involved in the session. Besides, the attack hosts need to
send sufficient amount of burst traffic to congest the bot-
tleneck link � but with sufficient inter-burst period to avoid
detection, which requires correctly guessing minRTO and
estimating target link capacity. However, these restrictions
are difficult to impose, as the link of interest may be close to
the core network, likely with much higher bandwidth com-
pared with the case of attacking end hosts. We now explore
how attackers can succeed without these conditions.

One way to overcome these difficulties is to launch a co-
ordinated attack with multiple attack hosts. Attackers can
identify hosts whose network paths for selected destinations
traverse the links involved in the BGP session and synchro-
nize attack flows to avoid detection. However, the bottle-
neck link does not need to be shared, as long as the com-
bined attack flows is sufficient to overload the link. Further-
more, each attack flow does not even need to match router’s
minRTO. Attack hosts can be used to send overlapping traf-
fic bursts. The overlap can occur both in attack amplitude
as well as occurrence in time. The feasibility of such co-
ordinated low-rate attacks depends on sufficient number of
attack flows, the target link’s available bandwidth, and the
time synchronization granularity among different hosts.

In the following, we focus on the algorithm for two key
steps in launching coordinated low-rate attacks, attack host
selection and time synchronization, in completing such co-
ordinated low-rate attacks given a link of interest � involved
in a BGP session. Guessing minRTO and link capacity ac-
curately is out of the scope of this paper. Instead, we ran-
domly guess minRTO and estimate link capacity using ex-
isting tools such as Pathneck [24]. We then demonstrate the
feasibility using wide-area experiments, including an actual
attack performed against a locally constructed BGP session
using wide-area attack hosts.

5.1 Attack Host Selection and Synchronization
Algorithm

There are two key steps in completing such coordinated
low-rate attacks given a link of interest � involved in a BGP
session: (i) Selecting hosts whose network paths to cho-
sen destinations traverse � . (ii) Synchronizing attack traffic
sending time so that attack traffic arriving at � follows the
desired square wave pattern. The first step is nontrivial, as
unlike end hosts, IP interface addresses associated with the
target link � cannot be directly reached from end hosts. For
protection, most networks do not globally advertise the in-
frastructure addresses used to number network equipment

such as routers. The second step is not strictly necessary,
as the aggregate attack flow can be consistently high-rate
to overload the target link. However, it is useful to make
detection more challenging.

5.1.1 Selection of Attack Hosts and Destinations

We assume that an attacker has identified a target link � in-
volved in a BGP session between two routers on the In-
ternet.3 The BGP session can be any of the following: an
eBGP session between two ISP peers or a customer and its
provider, or an iBGP session within an AS. Here we only fo-
cus on eBGP sessions as the impact of such session resets is
generally larger compared to iBGP sessions. We highlight
the key steps in selecting attack hosts such that for their se-
lected destination hosts the network paths traverse the link
� . In the following we illustrate the steps to select attack
hosts which needs to be repeated over time due to routing
changes.
1. Identify the target link’s geographic location and
AS(es). Given the target link � denoted by its two router
interface IP addresses, an attacker can map them to their
ASes [33] and the approximate geographic location [37,
45]. We denote the IP addresses as ��� � and ��� � , and the
associated AS numbers as ��� � and ��� � .
2. Identify host to destination prefix pairs whose path
traverses the link of interest at AS level. We first iden-
tify at AS level host to prefix pairs whose network paths
traverse the ��� � - �	� � link from the BGP data of either
the attack hosts’ local network or other public sources as
RouteViews [5] and RIPE [3]. By taking advantage of
destination-based forwarding, we find prefixes whose AS
path contains the following pattern [ �	�����������	� � �	� � ����� ],
where ����� is the upstream provider or the origin AS of the
attack host, and “ ����� ” denotes zero or more ASes.
3. Identify IP-level paths. To select the ones whose paths
traverse � � � - ��� � given AS level path, we traceroute from
each attack host to a randomly selected IP from each of its
destination prefixes to check if � is traversed. To reduce
probing overhead, we can further narrow down the attack
hosts by selecting those that are geographically close to the
link � . This is especially useful if the target link is be-
tween two peers, which usually uses the hot-potato or early
exit routing strategy. Known IP aliasing resolution tech-
niques [45] can be used to identify interfaces belonging to
the same router to find more paths traversing the target link.

5.1.2 Time Synchronization

Time synchronization ensures that aggregate attack flows
from diverse hosts arriving at the target link � follow the

3Similar to the minRTO discovery, we do not discuss how to identify
such links, which can be achieved using network topology information.
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Figure 5. Synchronizing coordinated low-rate
attacks.

square wave shape for maximal attack efficiency, making
attack source detection more challenging. The differences
in each host’s local clock and the network delay from each
host to � necessitate time synchronization. Next we describe
our algorithm for attack synchronization amongst ! attack
hosts, as illustrated in Figure 5. The idea of using one con-
trol host or router at the other end of the path to synchronize
is similar to what was proposed in [13].
1. Select a reference time. Attackers need to select one
local clock as the reference time for computing the relative
time to launch the attack. If attackers have access to a con-
troller host " , such that network paths from each attack host
to " traverse � as shown in Figure 5 and also match the ac-
tual attack network path, " ’s local clock can be used as the
reference time. " records the arrival time of packets from
each attack host. Alternatively, an attacker can use a router#

, such that network paths from each attack host to
#

tra-
verse � . ICMP timestamp replies from

#
[32, 9] serve as the

reference time. If no such router is found, the attacker might
find a live destination and send to it ICMP or IP timestamp
request [1]. Ideally, the host or router serving as the refer-
ence time should be close to � , so that the delay variability
of the network path segment from � to the host or the router
will have minimal effect on synchronization.
2. Synchronize with the reference time. Once the con-
troller " is identified, each host $ � sends a packet to " ,
embedding the sending local time

�	% � as the payload. "
records the receiving time

�'& � based on its local time. Then
" computes the time difference: ( �*) ��& �,+ ��% � , cap-
turing the difference in both the local clocks and the net-
work one-way delays from $-� to " . After " receives a
packet from each host, " obtains ! time difference values
( �/. ( �/.�0�0�0�. (,1 . The controller " decides to start the at-
tack at time

%�243�&52 27698;:
based on its local clock, allocating

sufficient time for the packet to be received by each host.
Subsequently, " sends a message to each host $ � with the
value of ( � and

%�243�&52 27698<:
. Receiving the message, host

$ � starts attack at time
%�243�&=2 27698;: + ( � based on $ � ’s lo-

cal clock. Alternatively, if router ICMP timestamps or host
ICMP/IP timestamps are used as the reference time, upon
receiving ICMP timestamp replies, the information needs to
be aggregated to coordinate the attack starting time. Even
if the attacker does not know the exact minRTO, the con-
troller can randomize the

%�243�&52 27698;:
on each host within

a range to cause overlapping in the aggregated flow on the
target link.

5.2 Case Studies: Wide-Area Experiments

Our wide-area experiments illustrate the feasibility of se-
lecting attack hosts and synchronizing coordinated attacks
targeted at various types of links using the process outlined
above. We further demonstrate the feasibility of coordi-
nated attacks using Internet experiments.
Practical difficulties in executing the attack. There are
some practical challenges in successfully executing the at-
tack. Identifying a link involved in a target BGP session
requires network topology information. Router IP aliasing,
parallel links, and inconsistency between BGP paths and IP
forwarding paths can complicate the process of identifying
attack hosts and destinations. To estimate the number of
attack hosts needed, the attacker needs to assess the avail-
able bandwidth of the target link. Moreover, attack flows
may share common bottleneck links, reducing the overall
attack rate. Attackers could be limited by the attack hosts
they control, which may not be sufficient to overload the
target link, due to limited bandwidth and the inability to tra-
verse the target link. However, the case studies below show
that most of these challenges can be overcome using vari-
ous heuristics, except those associated with resource limita-
tions.
Experiment methodology. As attack host candidates, we
choose all the available PlanetLab [38] hosts located in dif-
ferent organizations. The resulting >?> hosts reside in 64
distinct ASes, connected to 58 distinct upstream providers.
These providers belong to diverse levels of Internet hier-
archy [46]. We focus on BGP sessions associated with a
large tier-1 ISP @ (anonymized for privacy concerns) and
the Abilene network AS 11537 for our study, as we have
access to most of their router configurations used for identi-
fying eBGP peering links. We leave for future work a more
complete study on how to identify links involved in BGP
sessions, but we show later accuracy of simple heuristics in
identifying eBGP sessions validated using router configu-
rations. BGP AS paths from RouteViews [5] are used for
identifying potential host and destination prefix pairs that
traverse the target link. We traceroute to “.1” IP address in
each candidate destination prefix to collect IP level paths
from associated PlanetLab hosts. For our study, we probedACB5 D

destinations altogether. For the paths that traverse the
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Category Target AS- IP- Attack Dest. Bottleneck AS relations (%) Guessed
links level level hosts prefixes link (Avg (enter E exit) BGP

filtered filtered min,max,avg min,max,avg BW Mbps) (peer,customer,provider) session(%)
Two tier-1 ISPs 100 11 5 1,25,9 1,1853,234 1 (65.8) (29,71,0 E 8,92,0) 85
Two small ISPs 60 6 7 1,57,32 1,553,179 2 (63.6) (15,63,22 E 28,63,9) 77
Multi-connected 250 33 34 1,46,13 1,225,98 9 (42.7) (16,84,0 E 2,98,0) 50
customer (ISP F )
Multi-connected 40 1 5 22,64,47 1,466,114 4 (33.7) (23,57,20 E 9,83,8) 68
customer (Abilene)
Single-connected 40 1 13 88 1,28,9 3 (27.3) (48,52,0 E 0,100,0) 35
customer

Table 2. Summary results for selecting attack hosts and destinations.

target link, we use Pathneck [24] to measure and locate the
bottleneck link.
Attack host and destination selection. We define a multi-
connected customer to be one with more than one physi-
cal connection to one or more providers. To help explain
results, we categorize target links into five types of eBGP
peering links, between the following two entities: 1. Two
tier-1 ISPs; 2. Two small ISPs; 3. A multi-connected cus-
tomer and its tier-1 ISP provider; 4. A multi-connected cus-
tomer and its small ISP provider; 5. A single-connected
customer and its provider. Here we summarize our main
findings:

G For links associated with big ISPs, there are fewer at-
tack hosts to choose from compared to small ISPs.

G Except for single-connected customers, there are many
destination prefixes to be used by attackers for most
links, increasing attack detection difficulties.

G For big ISPs, most paths enter from and exit to cus-
tomer networks. For small ISPs, paths are more
spread out across customer, peer and provider links,
but mostly exit to customer networks.

Table 2 shows the results supporting the above findings.
A set of links are randomly selected for each link type,
shown in the “Target links” column, based on router con-
figurations. We first identify prefixes at the AS path level
as described before. For some links, we are unable to iden-
tify any destination prefix shown in the “AS-level filtered”
column. The “IP-level filtered” column shows the number
of links we are unable to find any path traversing via tracer-
oute. Limited vantage points, incomplete traceroute, and IP
aliasing account for their existence. We use router configu-
rations to more accurately deal with IP aliasing for routers
with a single BGP peering session with another AS. Iden-
tifying that the IP level path goes through such routers, we
can determine if the target link is traversed.

The attack hosts and destinations for each link type are
shown in the columns labeled as “Attack hosts” and “Dest.
prefixes.” The “Bottleneck link” column shows it is diffi-
cult to overload the target link via a single link. The AS

relationship between @ or Abilene and the network which
a particular path enters from or exits to are shown in the
second to last column. Finally, we observe high accura-
cies of determining peering links based on the two adjacent
IP hops in the traceroute path with different AS numbers
using BGP origin AS to IP mapping for most target links
except for single-connected customers most likely due to
numbering customer network equipment using provider ad-
dresses [33].

We now elaborate on our findings for the target links be-
tween two tier-1 ISPs and two small ISPs. Even with the
limited vantage points of >?> PlanetLab hosts, we are able
to find some IP level paths to traverse most target links.
The results indicate that it is more challenging to find paths
traversing target links associated with the ISP @ compared
to Abilene. We found 85% of target links between two tier-
1 ISPs can only be traversed from no more than 10 attack
hosts and reaching fewer than 300 destination prefixes. This
can be explained by the multiple connections between large
ISPs and the hot potato or early-exit routing policy, mak-
ing it difficult to find hosts going through the specific target
peering link. Furthermore, we only discovered one target
link between tier-1 ISPs to be the bottleneck link on one of
the paths.

Compared to peering links between large ISPs, we found
after filtering, among the 47 target links between Abilene
and its 25 peers, more candidate attack hosts can be used:
51% of these target links can be reached from more than 20
hosts. Compared to large ISPs, smaller ISPs naturally have
less rich network connectivity, thus fewer choices to route
traffic between them. On average, there are slightly more
destination prefixes to select from for links between large
ISPs, explained by a larger number of customer prefixes,
also supported by the second last column.

The next two types are links between a multi-connected
customer and its provider. Most are multihomed customers
to different providers. Compared to the first two types of
peering links, we identify more attack hosts: 40% of target
links in AS @ can be traversed from more than 35 hosts,
while 40% in Abilene can be reached from more than 60
hosts. This is due to fewer choices to reach a customer
network compared to a peer ISP network. Interestingly,
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Figure 6. Attack time synchronization granularity (100
runs).

there are slightly more destination prefixes to select from
for multi-connected customers of Abilene than those of ISP
@ due to richer network connectivity to @ . In summary, it
is harder to find network paths to traverse links associated
with larger networks with more diverse network connectiv-
ity. This applies to selecting both attack hosts as well as
destination prefixes.

For the last type of link, the single-connected customer-
provider link, we sample 2 links from Abilene and 38 links
from AS @ . This attack is analogous to DDoS attacks
against a single customer network and is more easily de-
tected. Except for the filtered 14 links, the remaining links
can be traversed from all the attack hosts, as by definition.
Mostly there exist only one or two prefixes as destinations.

Note that the distribution of potential attack paths shown
in Table 2 is partly biased by the PlanetLab probe locations,
especially for entry points. It is also important to note that
attack traffic enters from and exits to a diverse types of links.
Time synchronization. We select a subset of peering links
for which we have access to a controller host needed for
calibration, from each category listed in Table 2 to evaluate
the accuracy of the synchronization algorithm presented in
Section 5.1.2. In particular, we select 2, 3, 5, and 13 links
respectively from the first four types. The number of attack
hosts for a target link varies from 9 to 27. We used 19 dis-
tinct controller hosts. Due to the limited location of Planet-
Lab hosts, we are unable to identify a controller host for the
single-connected customer links to evaluate time synchro-
nization granularity. This however does not prevent attack-
ers from successfully attacking such links. As we discuss
earlier, attackers could use ICMP timestamp replies from
routers or live hosts as the reference time.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the time difference be-
tween the earliest and latest packets arriving at a controller
host from corresponding attack hosts for 100 experiments.

R=2 Mbps L=300 ms
T=[0.5s,1.5s]

Average Rate = 0.45 Mbps
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Figure 7. WAN testbed to reset a local BGP
session.

We observe that attack hosts can be synchronized within
100 ms in more than 80% of the runs, and within 130 ms in
more than 90% of the experiments.
Wide-area coordinated attacks against a local BGP ses-
sion. We have shown above the feasibility of attack host
selection and synchronization for a wide range of target
links, we now perform an actual attack against a locally
constructed BGP session, which we set up between two PCs
running Zebra software [2], with one PC serving as the gate-
way for the other as shown in Figure 7. To increase the at-
tack difficulty, only BGP KeepAlives are exchanged. We
use Planetlab hosts as attack hosts.4 In the following, we
mimic how the attacker is able to launch the attack with-
out the information of minRTO and link capacity. Without
knowing minRTO, the attacker guesses a value within a cer-
tain range for inter-burst period each time. Instead of syn-
chronizing all hosts to start attack at the exact same time,
the controller synchronize each host to start within a certain
range using burst traffic with a fixed burst period and a ran-
dom burst-free time period. As a result, the aggregated flow
causes congestion on the targeted link. The link capacity
can be estimated from the maximum available bandwidth
measured by other measurement tools.

The link capacity between the two PCs with the local
BGP session is 10 Mbps. Each attack flow has a burst length
of 300 ms, an inter-burst period randomly selected between
0.5 second to 1.5 seconds5. The peak magnitude is adjusted
with different number of attack hosts chosen. We vary the
number of hosts from 6 hosts each sending 3 Mbps peak
rate to 16 hosts with 1.1 Mbps. In order to reset the session,

4Given this artificial setup, any host can be used, as each host sending
traffic destined to router 2 traverses the target link.

5The range is based on the guess of possible minRTO since minRTO
should not be too big for performance concerns nor too small for unneces-
sary re-transmission.
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the peak rate required decreases roughly linearly with the
number of hosts. Figure 7 illustrates an experiment of using
8 attack hosts from various geographic locations. In this
case, the peak magnitude is 2 Mbps based on our experi-
ments. We launch 50 attacks from these 8 hosts with the
average rate of 0.47 Mbps from each host. Every attempt
led to a BGP session reset. The required time to bring down
the BGP session varies from 4.2 minutes to 43.3 minutes
with an average of 18.9 minutes and standard deviation of
95.

The above experiments demonstrate the feasibility to re-
motely reset a BGP session possibly in the core Internet
from multiple end hosts. With coordinated attacks, the burst
durations can overlap among different flows so that each
flow can have a shorter burst length and a longer inter-burst
period. The peak magnitude for a single flow can be small
as long as there are enough hosts sending traffic to fill up
the available bandwidth at the target link. We next discuss
how this and other low-rate attacks against BGP can be pre-
vented.

6 Defense Mechanisms

No known detection techniques exist today that can ac-
curately identify coordinated low-rate attacks given arbi-
trarily low-rate individual attack flows. We focus on preven-
tion mechanisms so that low-rate TCP-targeted DoS attacks
cannot impact BGP sessions. To achieve this we enumer-
ate the necessary conditions for such attacks on BGP to be
successful. (1) Ability to infer the minRTO value and send
low-rate traffic with minRTO as the inter-burst period. (2)
Ability to identify the location of the BGP session and send
traffic traversing the target link involved in the BGP session.
(3) Ability to congest the target link. We describe two gen-
eral approaches: hiding the necessary information needed
for the attack and protecting BGP packets from other traf-
fic. These prevention solutions are themselves not novel,
and fortunately some of them can be readily deployed to-
day. We encourage ISPs to immediately adopt them as de-
fault configurations and best common practices.

6.1 Hiding Information

To successfully reset a BGP session, the attacker must
know the minRTO value for the TCP stack on the target
router. As shown earlier in Section 4, such information can
be obtained by experimentally studying commercial routers.
Different vendors and router types can have dissimilar min-
RTOs. Fingerprinting techniques such as nmap [35] or sim-
ply trial and error may be used for inference.

There are two ways related to minRTO to thwart the low-
rate attack. First, if the minRTO, determining the attack
inter-burst period, is small relative to the minimum burst

length or smaller than the attack synchronization granular-
ity, it would be impossible to launch low-rate attacks. The
burst length needs to be sufficiently long to induce packet
drops, and is usually several hundred milliseconds. How-
ever, small minRTOs might result in unnecessary retrans-
missions especially for multi-hop BGP session. Another
way to mitigate the attack is to randomize the minRTO
value as suggested in [27]. The minRTO value is speci-
fied by a range [

3
, H ]. A random value within the range is

assigned as the minRTO for each flow. Randomization re-
duces the likelihood that attack flows will hit all consecutive
retransmitted packets required to reset the session. How-
ever, it does not eliminate the impact on BGP throughput
degradation.

Related to hiding minRTO values, another way to pre-
vent low-rate attacks is to conceal network topologies from
end-hosts, so that it becomes impossible for attackers to
identify target links of BGP sessions. In fact, many routers
in edge networks already disable ICMP TTL Time Ex-
ceeded replies using firewalls, which are needed for tracer-
oute to discover topologies. The deployment of MPLS also
makes discovering internal ISP topologies difficult. The
disadvantage is that legitimate use to discover topology is
also denied. Related to disabling ICMP TTL Time Ex-
ceeded replies, disallowing ICMP timestamp replies would
make coordinated attacks more difficult to synchronize.

6.2 Prioritizing Routing Traffic

A direct approach to defeat low-rate DoS attacks against
BGP sessions is to provide bandwidth guarantee and prior-
itized scheduling for BGP traffic so that it is not affected
by congestion caused by other traffic. This approach pro-
tects routing traffic from both intentional attacks as well as
unintended traffic surges. Thus, this is the recommended
approach. More importantly, this can be achieved today us-
ing existing router support. From a high level, there are two
essential components: (1) Prioritization: each BGP router
and any other router that may forward BGP traffic needs
to prioritize BGP traffic at both input and output queues.
(2) Marking: the edge router must ensure that non-BGP
traffic is not marked with the high priority needed to dif-
ferentiate BGP traffic. If differentiation is based on router
source IP addresses, source spoofing can be prevented us-
ing either ingress filtering or the Generalized TTL Secu-
rity Mechanism (GTSM) [23].6 TTL and priority check-
ing can also be combined to help prevent spoofing of prior-
ity markings. Next we empirically examine several widely
implemented features for traffic differentiation on today’s
commercial routers in their effectiveness at protecting BGP
traffic against low-rate attacks: Random Early Detection

6This works by dropping packets with smaller than expected TTLs
based on the number of hops between the two routers in a routing session.
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(RED) [22, 15, 31], Committed Access Rate (CAR) [19],
and class-based policing [20]. These mechanisms either
provide prioritized buffer access or link scheduling.
Random Early Detection (RED): RED [22] has been
widely implemented in routers to help maintain small queue
sizes and prevent TCP synchronization. Weighted RED
(WRED) [15] allows traffic differentiation based on IP
precedence by setting different RED parameters for each
traffic class. In our experiments, we take Cisco recommen-
dations [15] to give lower priority to packets marked with
IP precedence of 0 (default) and higher priority to those
marked with precedence of 6. Newly arriving high prior-
ity packets are not discarded until all incoming low prior-
ity packets are dropped. By default, routers we studied do
not enable WRED and mark locally generated BGP packets
with a precedence value of 6. WRED is applied only at out-
put queues, and is thus unable to protect routed BGP traffic
for iBGP sessions.

We use the same experimental setup as in Figure 2
in Section 4 except WRED is enabled for router R1’s
output queue. Under low-rate attacks configured with�

=185 Mbps and � =200 ms, Figure 8 compares the ta-
ble transfer duration when attack traffic uses IP precedence
value of 0 (low priority) with the scenario when it uses
IP precedence value of 6 (high priority). In the former
case, BGP table transfer is not impacted. In the latter case,
WRED cannot protect BGP traffic resulting in similar per-
formance as in Figure 3(b) without WRED. This illustrates
the importance of policing the IP precedence marking on
packets, so that attack packets are treated with lower prior-
ity. We also found that WRED can prevent session reset for
low-priority attack traffic.
Class-based queueing and traffic marking: Today’s
routers generally support packet marking and class-based

queueing using several criteria. For example, Committed
Access Rate (CAR) [19] supported by Cisco routers we
studied limits both the input and output transmission rates
on an interface based on criteria such as incoming interface,
IP precedence, QoS group, or IP access list, and also classi-
fies packets by setting the IP precedence or QoS groups.

In our experiments, we configure CAR on the input in-
terface to reset incoming attack packets to have IP prece-
dence of 0, preventing attack packets from spoofing higher
precedence values. We also configure CAR on the output
interface to drop the packets with IP precedence of 0 when
its burst rate exceeds 100 Mbps. We found that CAR is
very effective in isolating BGP packets from attack traffic.
The performance is similar to the curve marked with “low-
priority attack packets” in Figure 8. Class-based polic-
ing [20] is a similar mechanism which we experimented on
Cisco routers with the same effectiveness.

In summary, prevention mechanisms described here can
be readily configured in today’s routers. Complementary
router-supported features, such as Graceful Restart [42] and
those proposed by the research community FRTR [49] can
help reduce the overhead due to session resets. The exist-
ing focus of the network community [16, 25, 41] has been
on practices such as preventing unauthorized router access
by setting up access control lists and preventing router CPU
overload by rate-limiting ICMP replies. However, this is
not sufficient in protecting routers from remotely launched
resource-based attacks such as low-rate attacks described
here. We provide here suggestions to protect routing traffic
from general DoS attacks including low-rate attacks beyond
existing proposals. Operators need to configure routers to
provide class-based queueing or prioritized buffer access
for BGP traffic marked with higher priority. Edge routers
must set up necessary filters to prevent attack packets from
spoofing higher priority. Finally, hiding the network topol-
ogy and infrastructure IP addresses also help protect the
network. We recommend that router vendors enable such
protection for routing traffic as the default configuration.

Alternatively, a better transport protocol for BGP can
help prevent BGP from low-rate attacks. BGP only require
reliable transfer for the latest update message for each indi-
vidual prefix as well as in-order delivery for messages be-
longing to the same prefix. Furthermore, transport for BGP
should be more aggressive than TCP flows of regular data
traffic. Such transport modification will prioritize BGP traf-
fic whose flow will less likely back off during congestion.

7 Conclusion

Attacks against the Internet infrastructures such as
routers can have devastating global impact on network sta-
bility and robustness. A fundamental weakness in today’s
Internet is that the control plane or routing packets by de-
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fault is not protected from other traffic. Thus, data conges-
tion due to either intentional attacks or unintended traffic
bursts can adversely impact routing sessions. In this work,
we examine the impact of low-rate TCP-targeted DoS at-
tacks on BGP. Such attacks can be launched remotely with-
out access to routers. Using detailed experimentation, we
show that routers using default configurations are vulner-
able to such low-rate attacks. The attacked BGP session
can suffer severe impact in the form of session reset and
increased convergence delays, resulting in global network
instability, unreachable destinations, and data plane perfor-
mance degradation. Moreover, we illustrate that coordi-
nated low-rate attacks are feasible from multiple end-hosts,
further raising the detection difficulty given even lower in-
dividual attack flow rate. As defense mechanisms, we ad-
vocate prevention techniques to eliminate the possibility of
any DoS attacks which exploit traffic congestion to impact
routing protocols. Using testbed experiments we demon-
strates the effectiveness of such solutions to prevent low-
rate attacks.
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